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CAPITAL AND LABOR
Continued from Page Four

us the end of it all For the time
at band let us to a brief considera-
tion

¬

of the point at issue in this so-

cial

¬

warfare and see where in wealth
can be blaimed first we wonder if
men have a right to accumulate
wealth If we looked at the lower
animals we sec that they are always
instinctively accumulating wealth
The first condition in a nations ele-

vation
¬

in the scale of civilization is

its material well being and so too
is this indispensible for the devel-

opment
¬

of the intellectual ethical
and social life

The problem confronts us wheth-

er
¬

the state can limit such influence
Government if it stands for any ¬

thing for public interest and one
of the objects of government should
be the protection of its citizens
fiom the encroachment of wealth
Whenever there is little general
prosperity but a great deal of pros-

perity
¬

for the few we naturally
come to the conclusion that the
cause of misery is the great con

centrati6n of wealth in the hands of-

a few and it is this conclusion to
which the masses have arrived at
that has brought about the many
conflicts between capital and labor

We know too well the danger of

such wealth to our country and

against it we must be ever on guard

If it is permitted in its present

operation to combine it may be too

late and then class must go against
class a panacea for unbearable ty-

rannies

¬

This then is the battle of

the future concentrated Avealth on

the one hand and poverty on the

other It must be one of reason and

agitation until wealth shall be bound

by proper and constitutional limits
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